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About xamoom
xamoom GmbH was founded in 2014 by Bruno Hautzenberger and Georg Holzer. The goal was and is
to make the best technology for mobile applications affordable for companies and institutions of all
sizes. We also build a bridge between the real world and the smartphone by addressing the location
or context of the user. Content can (but does not have to) have a direct reference to a location (POI) or
object (printed matter such as brochures or business cards).
We now have a significant number of customers across multiple industries. Here is a selection:
● Tourism: Lake Woerth, Salzburg, Zell am See-Kaprun, Klagenfurt, Villach or Tiroler Oberland,
Bad Kleinkirchheim, Luxembourg, Finger Lakes/NY
● Manufacturing: Murau Brewery, Mercedes-Benz, Bayer USA, QimiQ
● Media: Kronen Zeitung
● Mobile marketing: PKP / BBDO, Belarto, SK Rapid Wien, Cover Wrap
● Real estate: Riedergarten, Kollitsch
● Art & Culture: State Museum of Carinthia, Torture Museum Vienna, the: warhol, State
Exhibition Carinthia 1920 - 2020, State Exhibition 2OO Years of Silent Night
The quality of our work and the high degree of innovation are reflected in several awards: CREOS in
gold and silver (Carinthian advertising award), futurezone ASustrian start-up of the year, 3rd place at
the Innovation Award of the State of Carinthia, ICT Award of the State of Carinthia, Bank Austria Art
award.

Managing Board:
●

●

CEO: Georg Holzer, +43-680-2009030, georg@xamoom.com
Before founding the company, he worked in the media environment for 14 years – as a
journalist and project manager in the Styria Media Group, Austria’s second biggest media
group. As CEO he is responsible for the business area of the company and as product owner
he is the decision maker for new features and the strategic direction of the product.
CTO: Bruno Hautzenberger, +43-680-2339221, bruno@xamoom.com
Senior software developer and system architect. Before xamoom he specialized in ECM
systems (Enterprise Content Management) and projects in the mobility environment. As CTO
responsible for the entire development, SaaS and API strategy as well as for the cloud
infrastructure.

Building blocks of a xamoom system
The core of xamoom includes four major components:
● Content management system (CMS)
● Mobile apps for iOS and Android
● Mobile web portal and plugin for WordPress
● Location identifier in the physical world at objects or points of interest (QR, NFC, iBeacon,
GPS, EAN, UPC, DataMatrix etc., optional)

The aim is always to reach as many people as possible – users with an app and those who have not
(yet) downloaded it. Utilizing the mobile web is also great for app marketing.
Both platforms (mobile web and apps) are accessible, people with seeing disabilities can consume
the pages via a screenreader app that is built into iOS and Android.
xamoom uses a connection between the physical world and the user’s smartphone. This optional
connection can be established using smart labels or smart posters or any other printed product with a
QR code and an NFC tag (business cards, postcards, etc.). Furthermore, we are using iBeacons to
trigger content interactions on an app. For identifying the user’s location, we use GPS data. This
localization has to be triggered by the user.
The mobile web portal is hosted by xamoom under a customer’s domain name (e.g. m.name.com).
The design can be adopted to the customer’s corporate design. For setting up the hosting of the
mobile portal the customer needs to add a few lines to his DNS records.
Samples of the mobile web portal together with links to the corresponding apps can be found at these
URLs (ideally entered at the phone’s browser):
● xamoom tourism demo: t.xamoom.com (German and English)
● Project Ingeborg: m.pingeb.org (German only)

The start screen of the mobile web portal and the native iPhone app

The xamoom CMS
The technical basis is xamoom’s location CMS. It is a fully cloud-hosted solution that does not need
any server. Updates are done by xamoom fully automatically. All you need is an up-to-date browser.
The app’s content and the content at POIs (we call them “spots”) are managed in the CMS. Changes
are reflected in real time and do not require the mobile apps to be updated. Using the app requires
Internet access.

The CMS is multilingual and offers an editor for currently 99 different languages. The recognition of
the respective language of the end user takes place via the language setting of the device. If the
smartphone’s language is not supported by the customer, the default language – in most cases
English – will be displayed. Additionally the apps and mobile portals offer a language picker, which
gives the free choice to the user.

All content types supported by the xamoom CMS (text, images, videos, audios, maps, ebooks, link
blocks, tours and download links for calendar and contact information) can be displayed on pages.

Design guidelines
On the one hand, the raster design of the smart app gives the user a quick overview and, on the other
hand, it shows the breadth of the contents offered.
The app follows the design guidelines of the customer. Logo / Icon as well as color definitions for the
App menus and App Store texts are provided by the customer.
In both cases (iOS and Android), these are native apps with high performance and great
usability.Great importance is paid to compliance with the user interface guidelines of Google and
Apple. The fonts used are those of Apple (San Francisco) and Google (Roboto).
The mobile web portal design is more flexible and can be customized by customizing the CSS code.

Notifications
By default, the app responds to iBeacons and
can display a notification on the mobile phone
(optionally with and without sound, see settings
screen) that the user is within range of the
iBeacon (0.3 to 70 meters).
A push service is integrated in the app. Push
notifications are sent to all app users from a
page in the CMS and are available for all
supported language versions. Geo push is also
supported, so you can send push messages to
users in a geographic region (or all outside a
region).
App notifications are displayed on the Apple
Watch or watches with Google's Wear OS.
Geo-Push and iBeacons require that the user
has given authorization to locate them.
Note: In order to receive geographically target
push messages or iBeacon notifications, the
user needs to give location permission to the
app.

Content in real time
In general, any change to the content in the xamoom CMS results in a change of the app and the
mobile web in real time. Also the content of the grid at the start screen can be changed by the
customer without the necessity for an app update.
In addition, we support dynamic QR codes, NFC tags or iBeacons. This means that the page shown at
any location (e.g. bar, POI) or object (e.g. print product) can be changed manually or automatically.

Thus, during the opening hours,
a different content than outside
the opening hours. It is also
possible to play different content
according to the number of visits
made by the user (Content A for
the 1st visit, Content B for the
2nd visit, Content C for the 3rd
visit and so on). For example,
loyal customers can be specially
rewarded (loyalty program) or
sweepstakes can be organized in
minutes.
There are plenty more content
conditions and we aim to
develop new ones. They will be
supported by the smart app
automatically since this “magic”
happens at the backend.

Protecting your valuable content
Each page can be password protected in the CMS. To do
this, the “Security Package” must be activated in the CMS
settings.
Additionally, a URL can also be protected from easily
being shared with friends via WhatsApp or other social
channels. The “Spot only” option requires the location
identifier (QR, NFC, iBeacon, etc.) for sharing. This is
useful for holding competitions where the URL of the
winning page should not be shared.

The Security Package is available for
the smart app and the mobile web.

Restricted users for partners
It is possible to invite partners to create their own content. Partners can create any number of
additional pages and thus an own small mobile portal, which can be accessed both by app and on the
mobile web.
Such “restricted users” may also upload media content that only they and the administrators see.
However, they do not have permissions to view other pages/spots/media items or to make settings on
the system. Partner locations can use machine readable codes (QR, barcodes …) and NFC chips as
well as beacons. The menu in the mobile web is identical for the entire system.

There is an annual fee per user. Please contact sales@xamoom.com.

One app, multiple use cases
Both the apps and the mobile web can be used for several purposes:
• Guide to POIs and offer explanations, stories or information.
• Guided tour of exhibitions and information on individual exhibits (e.g. audio guide).
• Location-independent content app for easy consumption of multimedia pages
• Extending print products (e.g. print extensions with multimedia and multilingual pages to a
book).
Depending on the xamoom product, there are 100 to
1,000 locations/objects available, which use location
identifiers (QR, NFC, iBeacon, GPS, barcodes, etc.) to
provide information on the smartphone.

Location Identifier
QR codes or NFC tags identify a location or an
object. Users who have not (yet) installed the app
will be taken to the mobile web for content. App
users will see the applicable content in one place in
the app. These techniques are usually used in the
form of a smart sticker or poster (example right).
GPS Geofencing: In the mobile web there is the
possibility to find the ten nearest spots and their contents by clicking on “nearby” in the menu. In apps
as well as on all maps in the mobile web, the user's position can be centered, giving an overview of the
environment.
iBeacons: The ID is detected by an app for iOS or Android, which can respond. The smart app displays
a notification and offers the content to the location on the home screen.
The prerequisites for both techniques are activated Bluetooth and GPS.

User education
In developing the CMS we put the highest priority on simplicity. We offer a four-hour training session
via Skype or Google Meet for every customer.
xamoom also offers a digital manual at help.xamoom.com, which will be extended and updated.
There is also an overview of all other functions of xamoom, which are not explicitly addressed here.

Continuous development
The license cost also includes continuous development of the whole core platform. The apps get all
updates that are necessary due to new features by xamoom or the changes of the operating systems
(iOS and Android).
In 2020, the following new features are planned for xamoom’s smart apps in addition to ongoing
improvements and bug fixes:
•
•
•
•

Save favorites
Better collaboration with Google Analytics
Integration of personalized recommendations and e-book readers
Social sharing: Share the content with friends via social networks (Facebook, Twitter etc.) or
messenger (WhatsApp, SMS etc.)

While for the mobile web, these updates take effect immediately and without the need for an update,
app updates require an update on the stores of Apple and Google – thus, an action by the user.

Timing
Because the smart apps are a core product from xamoom, they are ready to go instantly. If the
content is ready a project typically takes four to eight weeks from start to publication in the app
stores:
1. Access to the CMS is ready within one hour after order.
2. Creating content and setting up locations/objects (“spots”) in the xamoom CMS. A large
number of POIs can be imported automatically. If needed, we will provide an Excel document
for this purpose.
3. Design adjustments of the mobile web portal.
4. Publish the app in the stores.
5. Roll out location identifiers: smart labels, beacons and so on.
For the app to go through the stores of Apple and Google, it requires some content in the CMS as in
the app. The xamoom GmbH is thereby the app’s publisher, since the publication process as well as
all further updates are fully automatic.
The smart app can thus – if all content is available – be available within hours for testing and withing
days for public usage.

Specification of the smart apps
Start screen
The start screen is based on a freely configurable
grid. It also contains links to various pages:
● Top tip-slider: At the top, pages are displayed in
a slider containing the tag/keyword "x-toptip".
The cover image (or its automatic cropping) as
well as the title are shown.
● Nearby: The first line shows nearby places when
the user is within range of an iBeacon. If you are
not within range or the iBeacon has been
disabled in the CMS, this line disappears.
The content of the grid can be freely chosen in the
CMS and are visible in real time without the need
for an app update. The lines (“Discover Europe” or
“Practical Information”) are interchangeable and
localizable for any number of languages. This
allows for seasonal changes (Christmas) or extra
information for huge events).
The images of the grid elements are taken from the
respective page images (cover image), the
horizontal sorting is done in ascending order based
on the page name.

Map screens

The map screen contains all the places (bars, landmarks, offices, shops) that you have created in the
xamoom CMS as a spot. If the user clicks on a map pin (customizable in real time in the CMS, PNG file
with a width of 36 pixels), opens a box with the name of the place.
This field contains:
• Title image of the page linked to the spot
• Localized title and excerpt of the page associated with the corresponding spot.
• Links to open navigation (Google Maps on Android, Apple Maps on iOS)
• The button "Learn more" leads to the page.
• Der Button „Mehr erfahren“ führt zur Seite.
On the map is a button
that brings the user to hers/his location so that he can check out
interesting spots nearby. Another button brings the user to see all the spots in the system.

Content viewer
Pages of the xamoom CMS are updated and
displayed in real time in the app (as well as in
the mobile web).
The title image disappears in a bar in the color
of the customer when scrolling down. This is
followed by titles and excerpts in front of all
other content blocks.
All content blocks of the xamoom CMS are
available. Content blocks can be arranged in
any order you choose.

Any kind of link can bring the user to the
webbrowser, which is the easiest integration of
third party services (e.g. booking a table, bicycle
rental or similar).
It is also possible to add event information (time
and location) in pages. Customers can click on
the dates and can save the event in their calendar
with one click or navigate to the event location.

Notifications and settings

If the user comes within the range of an iBeacon (adjustable from five to 70 meters), a notification is
made on the home screen. This is in the language of the mobile phone, if the content is available in
that language (otherwise: default language – in most cases English). Push notifications look alike.
The settings screen give the user the option to turn these notifications on and off. By default, both
notification options are on. The user can also choose which navigation method he prefers. This will
then be passed to the corresponding navigation app for all corresponding buttons on the map.
xamoom always delivers the content in the language of the smartphone (if available). The user can
also override this via the settings.

Info screen
The info screen can be reached via the tab bar below. This can contain not only an info text but also
contact information, the imprint or the privacy policy. The content is maintained in a CMS page
containing the keyword “x-info”.

Scan screen
The integrated scanner helps to decrypt a variety of
machine-readable codes, which can be found on
smart labels, for example. The most common ones
are QR codes and NFC tags, because they are
decrypted also without an app and lead to the right
content.
In addition, the smart app also supports a whole
range of other machine-readable codes:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Barcodes according to UPC A and UPC E
Barcodes according to EAN 8 and EAN 13
Barcodes according to RSS 14
Barcodes according to CODE 39, 93, 128
Barcodes according to ITF 2of5 Interleaved
Codabar
DataMatrix
PDF 417
Aztec and many more

Why do we support all these codes? Because there
are use cases where users shall be forced into an
app since only the xamoom smart app can decrypt
these codes and match it with the right content. It
might also be handy to have a special app that can
decrypt the various codes on product packaging.
You have control over the codes using a custom
marker ID in the CMS.

Onboarding screens

It is important to communicate the benefits and the value of an app so users get the most out of it and
use it more often. With onboarding screens you can do just that but also explain why certain
permissions are needed. This significantly increases their acceptance.
Any number of onboarding screens can be created, edited and updated at any time in the CMS. On
top of that, they are multilingual and changes are reflected in real-time.

Events
Pages in the xamoom CMS
can also contain extended
information on events
(location and time).
This additional information is
read in smart apps and on the
mobile web and displayed
accordingly.
Even more: place and time are
clickable and lead to actions
on the smartphone. On the
one hand the event can be
entered in the calendar, on
the other hand navigation to
the event location can be
started.

Vouchers
The smart apps from xamoom support digital vouchers. Each page can be labeled as a voucher with
the tag “x-voucher”. You will then receive a redeem button. If this is activated, the guest / visitor /
customer can consume it with the staff with a voucher redeem.

You can create the voucher redeemers yourself using the codes from the CMS, but we will also be
happy to deliver them to you pre-configured.

There are also extensive statistics on how many vouchers have been redeemed.

Easy integration of web services
Links to the mobile web can be displayed in an in-app-browser. You can use any responsive websites
(e.g. event calendar, table reservation services) in the app without the user having to leave the app.
They are triggered by a link block or a link in an image in a page.
The URLs to be displayed in this way must be announced at the start of the project.

